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ALL COLLEGE SENATE MEETING 
october 25, 19 94 

4:00p.m., Newton 204 
Agenda 

Call to Order Campaign 
Geneseo 125th Anniversary Art Hatton, VP, College 

Introduction Relations and Development 

campaign Video . .. 
Faculty Perspect1ve 

call for nominations for 
Adjournment 

Dr. william Cook 
the Committee on Nominations 

COLLEGE SENATE MEETING 
october 25, 1994 

4:30p.m., Newton 204 
Agenda 

Agenda 
Call to Order 
Adoption of the 
Approval of the 
pages 46-48) 

minutes of September 20, 1994 (Bulletin 4, 

Senate Reports 
President's Report 
Chair's Report 
Treasurer's Report 
University Faculty Senator's Report 
Central Council Report 

standing Committee Reports 

c. 
w. 
K. 
L. 
A. 

Harter 
Spruill 
Barsz 
House 
Irwin 

Undergraduate Curriculum K. Jones 

course Revisions (Second Reading) 
Chern 320. Physical Chemistry I, p. 25 
Chern 322. Physical Chemistry II, p. 26 
Comn 135. Introduction to Communication 

Theory, p. 26 

Course Deletions (Second Reading) 
CSci 273. Pascal for Fortran Programmers, P· 

27 

New 

Muse 372. Music Instruction in the Elementary 
Classroom, p. 28 

Courses (Second Reading) 
Geog 374. Geographic Thought, p. 27 and PP· 29-34 
Math 301. Mathematical Logic p. 27 and PP· 35-38 I 

Math 302. Set Theory, p. 27 and pp. 39-41 
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College senate Meeting:l0/25/94 
Standing Committee Reports 

Undergraduate Curriculum (cont.) 

Agenda:Page 2 

K. Jones 

Course Revisions (First Reading) 
H&PE 303. Water Safety instruction, p. 54 
Socl 315. Sociology of Science, p. 97 

Program Revisions (First Reading) 
Chemistry B.A., p. 96 
Chemistry B.S. (ACS Certified), p. 96 and p. 

104 
Chemistry B.S. (ACS Certified, Biochemistry 

Option), p. 96 and p. 104 
Course Deletions (First Reading) 

Comn 235. Human Communication, p. 53 
CSci 304. Comparative Computing, p. 53 

New Courses (First Reading) 

Policy 

Chern 393. Honors Research, p. 95 and pp. 99-
103 

Engl 393. Honors Thesis Research/Writing, p. 
97 and pp. 105-108 

Geog 360/ Slot. Asian Field Course/, p. 54 
and pp. 57-63 

Hist 213. Medieval and Renaissance City
states in Italy, pp. 54-55 and 64-
67 

Psyc 366. Development Psychopathology, p. 97 
and pp. 109-120 

Graduate Affairs 
Student Affairs 
Faculty Affairs 

s. Padalino 
M. Teres 
D. Johnson 
G. DeHart 

Unfinished Business 
New Business 
Adjournment 

Sept. 29,1994 
TREASURER'S REPORT 

Balance 
New Contributions 

Oct. 3, 1994 
Oct. 14, 1994 

Transfer funds into Research Fund 
Balance 

Respectfully submitted, 
Kathy Barsz 
College Senate Treasurer 
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$7,416.10 
+ 710.00 
-2,000.00 
$6,126.10 



FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITIEE 

MINUTES. OCfOBER 4. 1994 

Attendance: R. Anemone, W. Lofquist, P. Murphy, J. Wang, D. Jones, C. Silverman, 
J. Dechario, R. Lougeay, B. Irwin, H. Hoops, C. Leary, K. Fletcher, D. Malik. 
Absent: S. Andrews, R. Goecke!, C. Highsaw. 

G. DeHart welcomed all members of the F AC to the first committee meeting. After 
introductions we discussed the three issues that have been brought to our attention. 

The first issue and perhaps the most important one for this year's discussions is the 3 
year reevaluation of the SOFI instrument. The FAC minutes from 1991-92, including 
discussion of the SOFI instrument were handed out to all members. Members will 
read through these minutes to get a sense of the tenor of prior committee and senate 
discussions of this issue. We then spent some time discussing in a very general sense 
what we thought the mission of the committee should be concerning SOFI. Topics of 
discussion included administrative and faculty uses of SOFis, the need for revision of 
certain questions on the current SOFI instrument, and details concerning administra
tion of the SOFI in the classroom. G. Dehart will bring to the next meeting some 
clearer instructions from the Executive Committee as to their desires for changes in 
the SOFis. R. Anemone will pull FAC minutes from 1992-93 on administration and 
use of SOFis, and these will be distributed at the next committee meeting. 

The second issue for our attention this year is the availability of child care for faculty, 
staff and students on or close to campus. The preliminary results from last year's FAC 
survey instrument on campus child care needs were handed out, and P. Murphy will 
more fully discuss the results from this survey at the next meeting. Negotiations are 
apparently underway between the college and the Holcomb child care center and may 
result in a certain number of child care spots being reserved for children of college 
personnel. More information on this issue will be presented at the next meeting by G. 
Dehart. 

The final issue that will be discussed in committee deals with conoestion in the HUB 
and the consequent difficulty many faculty are having in findino a .::>quick lunch on 
campus. .::> 

The ne~t meeting of the Faculty Affairs Committee will be held October 18, 1994, at 
4 p.m. m Sturges 28. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Robert L. Anemone 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 
October 17, 1994 

Present: W. Spruill (Chair), K. Barsz, J. Bushnell, c. Dahl, G. 
DeHart, s. Fielding, L. House, A. Irwin, D. Johnson, K. Jones, s. 
Padalino, M. Teres, E. Wallace 

Excused: C. Harter 

Call to order: Chair Spruill called the meeting to order at 3:31 
pro. 

Approval of the minutes: The October 3 minutes were approved. 

Chair's report: It has been requested that an "excused" category 
should be added to the minutes for those who cannot make the 
meeting due to circumstances beyond their control. 

Materials sent to the Chair should be left in the Business School 
mailboxes, not in the "forms" folder on her office door. 

The Executive Committee will not meet on December 5. 

student Affairs committee report: K. Pennington will meet with 
the Committee to discuss the Greek organizations and Thursday 
night parties. 

Some students wish to have library hours extended beyond midnight 
since it is often difficult to study in the residence halls. A 
cost analysis shows that this would be expensive. The possibility 
of improving the acoustics within the residence halls was raised 
as a cheaper alternative. This would also minimize security 
problems since students would not have to travel between 
buildings late at night. Most residence halls currently have 
study areas in their basements. They are equipped with both 
Macintosh and PC computers. A survey of students will be 
considered to learn more about their opinions on this subject. 

Provost's report: The President is away this week while attending 
a capital fund raising campaign. 

There will be another All-College event held on February 2. This 
will consist of a panel and multi-media presentation on Martin 
Luther King. 

Next year's proposed SUNY budget will emphasize technology and 
how to use it to improve student learning. 

There will be several regional technology and training seminars 
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held in the near future. Their schedules should be out by early 
November. 

Faculty Affairs Committee report: For the record, it is routine 
to act on the SOFis every three years. The three courses of FAC 
action include: readoption of the current instrument, propose 
revisions, or ignore and cease using (the latter is not viewed as 
an alternative by FAC). 

Comments on the SOFis were solicited from the Executive 
Committee: 

* The current instrument was supposed to encourage more 
comments. Doesn 1 t seem to be the case. Perhaps more 
numerical questions should be included. 

* Numerically scored questions need to be made specific. 

* Few comments are elicited from students when the SOFis 
are administered at the end of class. 

* There should be a question on the SOFI asking if the 
professor was present during its administration. 

* It should be stressed during the administration of the 
SOFis that the professor does not see these until after 
the grades are turned in. 

* The SOFis have conflicting objectives (personal 
development, personnel review, and providing student 
information on whether to take a course or a 
professor) . Addressing any one of these may compromise 
the other two. 

* It would be helpful to students if they were told ahead 
of time when the SOFis will be administered. 

* Changing the instrument too frequently makes it 
difficult to compare scores across time. 

* We should keep in mind that there is no ultimate 
instrument that perfectly measures teaching. 

curriculum committee 1 s report: New business not included in the 
october 3 minutes: 

* New course: Psychology 366 Developmental 
Psychopathology 

* Revised course: Sociology 3l5 Sociology of Science 

A comment was made in reference to p. 73 in the Senate Bulletin 
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regarding the October 3 minutes, "in History 213 11 should read, 
"History 213. 11 

Policy Committee report: The Dean was present and it was decided 
that no policy regarding the definition of lab, lecture, and 
recitation should be made by this committee. All course changes 
should go through the Curriculum Committee. The Chair of the 
Executive Committee will formally transmit this information to 
the Dean's Office. 

It was noted that the phrase, "a purchase computer" in the last 
paragraph on p. 73 of the Bulletin should read, "purchase a 
computer." 

Graduate Affairs Committee: The phrasing in the second paragraph 
on p. 75 of the Bulletin beginning with, "Representatives from 
the Math Department ... ," is inaccurate. 

The last sentence, "Math 360 and 361 are prerequisites." should 
read, "Math 360 or 361, or any other undergraduate statistics 
course may serve as prerequisites." 

Treasurer's report: We have received $710 in new contributions, 
bringing the Senate's balarice to $6,126.10 as of October 14. 

Old Business: PCs users cannot post information to the bulletin 
board using TRUMPET software. They can read only. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Steve Fielding 
Secretary, College Senate 
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University Faculty Senate Report 

The University Faculty Senate met September 23-24 at SUNY. Cen~ral in 
Albany. This Fall Assembly encompassed meetings of the Unrv~rsrty 
Senators and the Executive Committee of the Senate, the Standrng 
Committees, and the Local Governance Leaders. 

The Senate meeting began on Friday with a welcome and a report by 
President Jim Chen. The President's report included the following items. 
-information on SCAP 
-a report on former Chancellor Johnstone's health 
-the formation of a Distance Learning Committee 
-a second Excelsior school is being planned in the Long Island area 
-a nominating committee for the office of the President was formed 

The next agenda item was an address entitled, "Pedagogy is the Traveller 
on the Education Superhighway" by Frederic V. Salerno, Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees. Highlights of this address included: 
-technology is only a platform 
-8/10 new jobs being created will be in the area of information 

technology 
-art of teaching is very personal and cannot be replaced by technology 
-technology wHI play an important role in distance learning 
-it is important that SUNY get ahead of others in the area of technology 
-we need to reach more markets and new markets 

Question-Answer (responded to by both Salerno and Burke) 

-each campus should be making technology plans 
-campus should have guidelines as to the role of technological information 

and competency plays in the tenure and promotion process 
-80% of this year's capital budget will be spent on infrastructures 

This address was followed by Committee Reports from the ·Distance 
Learni.ng, Executive, Governance and Undergraduate Committees. The 
followrng rep:esents highlights from the various committees. (Please 
contact me, rf you would like more detailed information.) 
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Distance Learning Committee 

According to the Chair, the new committee is composed of both advocates 
and skeptics. The Committee started meeting last Spring and has 

:discussed the following issues. . 
-the use of technology in different countries 
-the use of technology in different educational institutions 
-the idea of supercourses 
-who has authority over supercourses 
-interrelationship of personnel from campus to campus 

Executive Committee 

The theme for the year is "Impact of Technology on Teaching, Learning and 
Campus Life." All campus governance leaders were asked to complete a 
survey on "Technology Needs". 

Governance Committee 

Preliminary results of the technology surveys included: 
-need for more faculty development 
-do computers impinge on the freedom of speech · issue 
-need to address technology as a criteria for tenure and promotion 

Undergraduate Committee 

The committee plans to focus on the following topics this year. Existing 
and proposed curricula, . standards for academic degrees, teaching 
techniques and evaluation, special undergraduate programs, articulation 
among SUNY units, and international education. 

The September 24th session began with a Sharing of Concerns Sessions 
from 8:00 to 9:30 a.m. At this time Senators are divided into groups by 
campus type. The following are the highlights from the Sharing of 
Concerns session for the Arts and Sciences Colleges. 
Some of the chief concerns expressed by this group included: 
-need for more support in the areas of technology and faculty development 
-more use of a clearinghouse for used equipment 
-discussion of Haile's workshops 
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-get more people on e-mail 
-release time or a rewards system for faculty who help others with 

technology 
-a discussion of the fact that all faculty are not at the same level in the 

area of technology 
-define access 
-SUNY should establish an 800 line for technology questions 
-the need to envision the future of technology 
-need to service students effectively sometimes without technology 
-library and technology 
-changing role of secretaries 
-discretionary salaries 
-morale on some campuses 

At the end of the breakout sessions a report was given by a representative 
from each of the campus types and questions were answered by Interim 
Chancellor Joseph C. Burke. · 

Committee reports from the ByLaws, Awards, Graduate, Operations and 
Student Life Committees followed. 

ByLaws Committee 

A revised edition of the bylaws was passed. 

Awards Committee 

Two resolutions affecting funding and revisions of "Conversations in the 
Dsiciplines" programs were passed. 

Graduate Committee 

Possible agenda items for the year include misconduct in research, 
graduate student union, teaching as part of the role of a graduate student, 
indirect costs, and distance learning for graduate education. 

Operations Committee 

The committee will discuss affirmative actions issues, the possiblity of a 
Senate budget handbook, and technology as it relates to data resources. 
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Student Affairs 

The committee will focus on a student opinion survey, violence on 
campuses and transcript issues. 

The last agenda item . was a report from the Local Governance Leaders. 
Their discussions focused on but were not limited to the following: 
-support staff 
-SCAP 
-how money is spent on campuses 
-changing roles of secretaries 
-transcripts 

Please feel free to call me at 5328 if you have any questions or input. 

Respectfully submitted, 

eX~~ 
Linda House 
University Faculty Senator 
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UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 

Tuesday, October 18, 1994 

Present: Phil Alley, Kurt Cylke, Jack Johnston, Kathy Jones, Tony Macula, Rich 
McClusky, Paul Schacht, Ray Spear, Gretchen Teal, Michael Torres, Donald Watt, 
Laura Wrubel 

Absent: Stephen Berds, Kathy Broikou, Barbara Farrah, Noel Raley 

Guests: David Geiger, Ken Kallio 

The meeting was called to order at 4:02 p.m. 

A motion was made to accept the minutes from the previous meeting with the 
following amendment to page 54 regarding the number of credit hours a student 
may use towards graduation from activities and physical education courses. The 
number of physical education credits allowed toward graduation are: 4 activity 
and 10 total. 
A motion was made to accept the amended minutes. This motion passed. 

Chair's Report: Committee Chair Kathy Jones discussed a meeting with Dean 
Greenfield and Ed Drachman regarding the reintroduction of the International 
Relations major to the Committee. It is hoped that the major can be implemented 
in fall 1996 without a minor or an Honors section. 

A motion was made to adopt the agenda. This motion passed. 

The meeting was then opened for consideration of the following course proposals. 

CHEMISTRY 
New Course: 

Chern 390 Honors Research 
See attached Form 0 and Form Q and attachments 

The Committee revised the guidelines and discussion of the honors program given 
in the April 14, 1987 Senate Bulletin, changing the 1987 course number, which 
was 389, to 393: 

J. Reber explained that a departmental honors program was originally 
instituted in 1981 but no department took advantage of it. The 
subcommittee moved a revision of that policy. The revision is: The college 
shall initiate a special category of directed study courses in departmental 
honors: (major prefix) 393, Honors in (Major). These courses must be 
approved by the College Senate. 
Guidelines: 1. Up to 6 hours of 393 courses may be included in the major. 
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2. Students must have a 3.0 in the major or departmental 
approval. 
3. Junior/Senior status in the major. 

The course number for the proposed chemistry honors research course was 
changed from 390 to 393. 

The college writing requirement is met by Chemistry 393, since the students 
would be required to submit a thesis paper. Therefore, students who take Chern 
393 would be waived from having to complete the paper required in Chern 351 
Chemistry Seminar. However, students would still be required to attend the 
seminar sessions of Chern 351. 

The language in the course description (Appendix A) was changed to reflect this by 
adding the following to the end of the course description before the prerequisite 
Chern 322: "Students registered for Chern 393 are not required to register for 
Chern 351. Co-requisite: attendance at the chemistry seminar sessions." 

The proposal to create Chern 393, with the above addition, was passed 
unanimously. 

Revised Programs 
B.A 
B.S. (ACS Certified) 

The only difference between the present programs and the proposed revised 
programs is that the revised programs will not have a language requirement. In 
the present programs, German at the 102 level or equivalent (i.e., a reading 
knowledge of German) is required. 

Justification 
The German requirement is an anachronism that predates World War II. Its sole 
purpose in the chemistry curriculum was a result of the large amount of German 
literature in the discipline. Most of this literature is now available in translation. 
Upon a close examination of our curriculum and a comparison with other high 
quality programs, the chemistry department finds that there is little reason for a 
language requirement beyond that which the College requires for general 
education. 

These proposed program revisions were passed unanimously. 

B.S. (ACS Certified, Biochemistry Option) 
See attachment I. "General Description of Program, including 
justification for the proposal" 

The proposed program revision was passed unanimously. 

EN GUSH 
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New Course 
Engl393 Honors Thesis Researcbi\Vriting 
See attached Form 0 and Form Q and attachment 

This 6 credit course would take place over two semesters. Students would receive 
an "SP" on their grade reports for the first semester and would receive their final 
grade on their grade report at the end of the second semester. This way, students 
would not have to worry about receiving an "incomplete" on their transcript. 
However, at the end of the second semester, the Banner computer would recognize 
Engl 393 as a repeated course and would mark it as such on the unofficial 
transcript. (This is true of any two semester honors course). In order for students 
to receive full credit for the course, either the transcript would have to be changed 
by hand or a different course number would have to assigned for the second 
semester. Dean Wrubel will work on this problem. 

The proposal to create Engl 393 was passed unanimously with the above charge to 
Laura Wrubel. 

PSYCHOLOGY 
New Course 

Psyc 366 Developmental Psychopathology 
See attached Form 0 and Form Q and attachments 

It was noted that the credit hours 3(3-0) need to be added to the course 
description (XI. A.). 

It was pointed out that in the evaluation procedures (XI. D.) there is no mention 
of a final exam, although there is mention of three in-class exams. Does this need 
to be clarified to state that one of these exams is a final? It was decided that that 
was not necessary and the evaluation procedures could be left as is. 

The proposal to create Psyc 366 was passed unanimously. 

SOCIOLOGY 
Revised Course 

Socl 315 Sociology of Science 

The proposed course revision is to change the current title, Sociology of Science, to 
Science, Technology, and Society. The justification for this change is that the 
name change may improve enrollment by linking the course to the contemporary 
and relevant issue of technology. Although the name of the course would be 
changed, there would be no change in the course in terms of content. 

The proposed course revision, Socl 315, was passed unanimously. 

Old Business 
At its last meeting (October 4, 1994), the Policy Committee reaffirmed that any 
proposal for a course change needs to go through the Curriculum Committee (see 
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Bulletin pages 80-81). CSci 121 will be offered next semester as an experimental 
course, but the proposal must be submitted to the Curriculum Committee as a 
course change for any future offerings of the course. 

Also at their October 4 meeting, the Policy Committee discussed testing outside of 
class time, which had been talked about at the last Curriculum Committee 
meeting and had been sent to the Policy Committee. The Policy Committee tabled 
the issue until their next meeting. 

New Business 
The Provost is in the process of arranging for the cataloging of the Course Change 
forms that the departments submit to the Curriculum Committee. As of now, 
there is no such cataloging done in the Provost's office. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:45p.m. 
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J:<UKMU 

ACTION ON A PROPOSAL FOR A CURRICULAR CHANGE 

To: Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and/or 
Graduate Academic Affairs Committee 
(20 copies for UCC consideration- 100 -> 399 courses; 
I 0 copies for GAAC consideration- 400 -> 999 courses) 

From : David K. Geiger Chemistry 
(Name) 

Date: September 23. 1994 

Nature of Proposal (Please indicate): 

Honors Research 
(Program Name/Course Title) 

(Department or Division) 

(X) New 
( ) Revised 
( ) Delete 

Chern 390 

(X) Course 
( ) Program 

(Subject Prefix and Course Number) 

Date of Department Acceptance :_--"'-S""lep~te~m!..!.lbe~r.;,.. 21!..J..__.11..9L.94.!...._ __ 

NumberofVoting Members inpepartment 10 

Number of Voting Members Present for this vote 10 

Department Vote: Pro __ Con __ Abstain __ Unanimous X 

Department Olairperson: Approved (x) 
Disapproved ( ) C:0~t-~ 

(Signature) 

FOR vee 

FORGAAC 

FOR SENATE 

PRESIDENT 

"'******** 
TWO COPIES OF TillS PROPOSAL SHOULD BE FORWARDED TO 

TIIE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE 
********* 
ACTIONS 

APPR. APPR./ NOT 
REV: APPR. Signature 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

• See attactunent for approved revisions 
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FORMQ 
PROPOSAL FOR A NEW COURSE 

OR 
MAJOR REVISION IN AN EXISTING COURSE 

I. Chern 390 Honors Research 
(Suggested Catalog Number) (Course Title) 

II. Prerequisites, if any (e.g., academic course, pre-college experience, demonstrated 
competencies, pennission of instructor, etc.) 

Chern 322. overall GPA of 3.0. Chemistiy GPA of 3.3. 22 hours of Chemistry (minimum) 

III. Credit Hours: 
Lecture Hrs. 
Act., Lab, Studio Hrs. 

_....:...4_ (Sem.Hrs.) 
1 
3 

IV. Course Duration: -----""se=m-'-""'es,_.,te"""r ___________________ _ 

(Semester/ Half Sem./ Mini/ Intersession/ Etc.) 

V. Cou~eRo~tion: ___ Off~=ererl==~b+y~in=d=i~vi=d=uru~runm==~g~e=m=e=n~t __________ _ 

VI. Course will be offered initially: -------'F._,al...,.._l __ 
F/Sp(S.um/Int 

VII. Staffmg Requirements: 

95 
Year 

A. Names of staff members adequately prepared to teach this course: 

J. Boiani. J. Deutsch. D. Geiger. D. Johnson. B. Joshi. R. Rosenberg. R. Smith 

B. Are new faculty or adjuncts required? Yes __ _ No X 

C. Name(s) of s~ member(s) who will initially teach this course: 

Research mentor chosen by student(s) involved 

D. Has the department considered scheduling problems that offering this course might 
involve? 

Explain. Honors Research will be treated the same as directed study courses. 

E. Will this proposal have an impact on staffing of other departments? 

Yes No X 
If so, have the affected departments been consulted concerning this proposal? Do they 
support the proposed change? Explain. (Attach additional pages as needed.) 

(Over) Rev. 11/93 
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VIII. Justification: (Explain the specific need(s) for this course and the ways this offering will 
strengthen the undergraduate curriculum of the college. Attach additional 

pages as needed.) 

The proposed course will afford those students excelling in the chemistry program the 
opportunity to become intimately involved with the chemistry research process. Srudents 
who meet the requirements will gain first hand experience with the development of a 
research plan, examination of the pertinent literature, modern experimental procedures, and 

reporting fmdings in both written and oral fonnats. 

IX. A. What special facilities that are currently available will be utilized? 

Laboratory facilities and instrumentation currently housed in the Chemistry Department. 

B. What special facilities not currently available will be required? 

C. What special arrangements will be required of students? (e.g. extended field trips, 
special scheduling, required listening, etc.) . 

Participation in Chemistry Seminar is required 

X. Are the present library holdings adequate to support this course? _Y~es>L_ _____ _ 

XI. Is this course proposed for core credit? No 

If yes, in which area? _______ _ 

Please Note: Courses that are proposed for core credit must also be reviewed by the Core 
Curriculum Committee. 

XI. Attach the following documents to this form: 
A. Course description 
B. Purpose and objectives 
C. Detailed content outline 
D. Evaluation procedures 
E. A representative bibliography, including the likely initial textbook (if applicable), 10-20 

main sources with complete bibliographical data. 
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Chern 390. Honors Research 

Appendix A 
Course Description 

Research with a member of the Chemistry Department A thesis that includes a statement of the 
research goals, pertinent background information, experimental procedures, analysis of data, and a 
discussion of the results is submitted a the completion of the project. After the thesis is accepted, 
the student gives an oral presentation. Enrollment is by invitation of the Department The 
student must have completed a minimum of 22 hours in chemistry with a GPA of 3.3 and an 
overall GPA of 3.0. Prerequisite: Chern 322. 4(1-9). 
Offered by individual arrangement 

Appendix B. 
Purpose and Objectives 

Chern 390 will provide our most capable students an experience that is not available to them in 
the normal sequence of courses. They will have the opportunity to become intimately involved 
with the chemistry research process. Students who meet the requirements will gain first hand 
experience with the development of a research plan, examination of the pertinent literature, 
modem experimental procedures, and reporting findings in both written and oral formats. The 
required direct student-faculty interaction will ensure that the students will learn how meaningful 
research is done. The thesis requirement will enable the department to insure that the research is 
of an appropriate caliber to warrant the title of honors research. It will also be used to meet the 
Department writing requirement, as Chern 390 will be taken in place of Chern 351 (Chemistry 
Seminar). The oral presentation will provide the student with experience in the transmission of 
research findings in the format commonly used at scientific meetings. 

Appendix C. 
Detailed Content Outline 

The content of the research experience will depend on the research project. The topic will be 
chosen after the student discusses research opportunities with interested faculty members. The 
student will likely perform the experimental part of the course requirements during the fall 
semester or the summer before senior year. A thesis will be submitted to the research advisor 
midway through the following semester. An oral presentation will be given to the Department 
and the student will be encouraged to present meaningful findings at regional and/or national 
meetings. 
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Appendix D. 
Evaluation Procedures 

The student will be evaluated by the research mentor, primarily on the quality of research 
performed. The mentor along with two other chemistry faculty members will serve as readers of 
the thesis. The quality of the thesis will also be used in evaluating performance. Finally, the entire 
Department will have the opportunity to evaluate the oral presentation. 

Appendix E. 
Bibliography 

Although any required textbook will depend on the research project and the faculty mentor, the 
following is a list of some of the pertinent journals available in the College libraries: 

• Accounts of Chemical Research 
• Analytical Chemistry 
• Biochemistry 
• Chemical Communications 
• Inorganic Chemistry 
• Journal of Biological Chemistry 
• Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy 
• Journal of Organic Chemistry 
• Journal of Physical Chemistry 
• Journal of the American Chemical Society 
• Organometallics 
• Synthetic Communications 
• Tetrahedron Letters 
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I. General Description of Program, including justification for the proposal 

The students who complete the BS program in chemistry (Biochemistry Option) and 
receive an ACS certified degree develop a sound knowledge of the theoretical 
concepts of the four major subdisciplines of chemistry (analytical, inorganic, organic 
and physical) . They have basic, intermediate and advanced laboratory experience in 
each of the subdisciplines and are well versed in benchtop laboratory skills and the 
safe handling and disposal of chemicals. The students are taught synthetic 
techniques, qualitative and quantitative laboratory procedures, and data analysis 
methods. They have extensive contact with modern chemical instrumentation and with 
the use of computers in the laboratory and for the resolution of complex ch.emistry 
problems. The students become familiar with the commonly used methods for 
obtaining information from the chemical literature, including computer searching 
techniques; and they are able to present scientific information in acceptable written and 
verbal formats. Whenever possible, students are encouraged to experience the 
processes associated with initiating and carrying out independent research projects. In 
short, our BS majors are well prepared to enter chemistry related careers or proceed on 
to chemistry graduate programs. This program affords students the opportunity to 
explore interests in the area of biological chemsitry and obtain an American Chemical 
Society Certified degree. 

The Biology Department has recently expanded the prerequisites for Bioi. 230, 
Principles of Microbiology, one of the requirements in the present program. Rather 
than add these prerequisites to our program (which would put it over the 75 hour 
math/science limit) we have chosen to revise the program by removing Bioi. 230, 
Principles of Microbiology, and Bioi. 322, Molecular Biology (both of which now have 
Bioi. 370, Cell Biology, as a prerequisite) from the program requirements. We wish to 
add Bioi. 120, the second semester lab for the introductory course, to the requirements. 
This is absent from the current program only to keep the math/science hours within the 
75 hour limit. Also, the requirement of an advanced course, currently met with 
Microbiology and Molecular Biology, could be selected form Cell Biology and a variety 
of upper level chemistry courses (Chern. 318, 328, 338, 399). Finally, we wish to 
replace the restrictive programming language requirement (Csci. 141) with the option of 
taking any scientific programming language. The math/science requirements are 
reduced from 75 to 72 hours. 
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FORM 0 
ACTION ON A PROPOSAL FOR A CURRICULAR CHANGE 

To: Undergraduate Curriculum Commiuee and/or 
Graduate Academic Affairs Comminee 
(20 copies for UCC consideration- 100 -> 399 courses; 
10 copies for GAAC consideration- 400 -> 999 courses) 

From : Ron Herzman, Chair 
(Name) 

Date: September 22, 1994 

English 
(Department or Division) 

Nature of Proposal (Please indicate): (x) New (x) Course 
( ) Program ( ) Revised 

( ) Delete 

Engl 393 

(Program Name/Course Title) 
Honors Thesis Research/Writing 

(Subject Prefix and Course Number) 

Dare of Department Acceptance : August 2 9 , 19 9 4 

Number of Voting Members in Dep3!1I11enr._2_5 __ 

Number of Voting Members Present for this vote _2_5 __ 

Department Vote: Pro __ Con __ Abstain __ Unanimous__x_ 

Depanment Chairperson: Approved ( x) 
Disapproved ( ) ~Md , }-1~~ 

(Signature) /, . . 

TWO COPIES OF THIS PROPOSAL SHOULD BE FORWARDED TO 
THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE 

FOR UCC 

fOR GAAC 

FOR SENATE 

PRESIDENT 

'"""""'"'"'*** 
ACTIONS 

APPR. APPR./ NOT 
REV.~ . APPR. Signature 

() () () 

() () () 

() () () 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

· See attachment for appr~we{j revisions 
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I. Engl 393 

FOR\1 Q 

PROPOS.-\.L FOR.-\ \""EW COURSE 
OR 

~WOR REY1SION D\ .-\~EXISTING COURSE 

(Suggested Catalog Number) 
Honors Thesis Research/Writing 

(Co:1.-se Title) 

II. Prerequisites, if apy (e.g. academic course. pre-college experience. demonsrrated 
competencies, permission of instructor, etc.): 

students must have completed 75 semester hours. incloding 24 
hours in English, with a grade point average of 3.7 in the major 
3.3 overall. 

III. Credit Hours: 3 (Sern. Hrs.) 
Lecture Hrs. 
AcL, Lab, Studio Hrs. 

IV. Course Duration: spring/fall 
(Semester/Half Sem./Mini/Interses.sion/Etc.) 

V. Course Rotation: every semester 

VI. Course will be offe:-ed initially: Spring 
(F/SpiSum!Int) 

VIT. Staffln9: Re.auireme:1ts: 
A. 1'\illnes of sl2ff members adequately prep:JJed to teach this cos-se: 

all members of the department 

B. Are ne·.J.· f:.culry or adjuncts ;equired? Yes '\ . 0 

C. Narne(s) of sw.ff rnernber(s) who will ir.:tiilly teach this cour5;:: 

all members 

1995 
(Year) 

X 

D._ I:Ias the de?::..mnent considered scheduling problems that offe:ing this course might 
invol\'e? shouldn't be a problem 

Explain. 

E. Will this ~:-o;::vSJ.l h:1ve an imp3.ct on st:Ufi.ng of other depm:::e:m? 

Yes No X 

If so. h::Jse &.e .,~-fcc<ed depliTIT1e:-~ts been consulted concerning &.is proposal? Do thev 
suppon the ?rv~osed ch3.Ilge? Explain. (An~ch additional page-s~ needed.) 
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VIII. Jusoflc.::.:on: (Expl:lln the specific need(s) for this course 3J1d :...-:...= ·.vays Ihis offering will \ 
srren£?.hen the undergncluar::: ::..::-:-iculum of the cc::=;e. Att:1ch :ldditiona.l 
pages as needed.) 

The implementation of departmental honors is in keeping with 
1) our sense of the ability of the current student body and 
2) an increased desire on the part of many of our majors to continue 
their education at the graduate level. Thus, an Honors track 
in English will challenge our best students, and at the same time 
prepare them more thoroughly for graduate school (or law school 
or medical school). 

IX. A. What special facilities, that are currently available, will be utilized? 

X. 

none 

B. \Vh::.t special facilities, not currently available, will be requi.red? 

none 

C. \Vh:n soecial m~1£e::1entS will be reaui.red of srudems? (e.g. extended field nips. 
spec::1f scheduling.-required listening: e~.:::.) 

additional research 

Are th~ present libr:try holdings adequate to suppon this course·: 
hold1ngs from faculty members 

with additional 

X I. Is this course proposed for core credit? 

If yes. in which area? 

Please \'ore: Courses th:H are proposed for core credit must also be revie\ved by Ihe Core 
Curriculum Committee. 

XII. Att.:1ch t.he followin!! doc:.unentS to this form: 
A. Course descripnon as it will appear in the College Bulletin 
B. Purpose :1nd obje::ri\·es 
C. tx:.J..i.led content outline 
D. E\·aluation procec:m:s 
E. A re;;resentariYe t-ioi!ogn.phy, including the likely initial te:x:X.Ok ~if :1pplicablc), 10-20 

rr6n sources v.iL~ .:ompletc bibliogr.1phical d.J.u 
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A. Engl 3 93 Honors Thesis Research/Writing 

B. 

C, D, 

Two semesters of individual research and writing, directed by a 
member of the Department of English, for writing an undergraduate 
thesis. The thesis may be a work of literary analysis or a collection 
of original creative writing. To be eligible to enroll in the 
first semester of research, students must have completed 75 semester 
hours, including 24 hours in English, with a grade point average 
of 3.7 in the English major a~d 3.3 overall in the College. The 
Departmental Honors Committee, which grants permission for English 
Honors and approves thesis proposals, may make exceptions to the 
eligibility criteria for students of demonstrable talent. To receive 
"English Honors" recognition at graduation, the student must complete 
6 hours of English 393 with a grade of "A." English Honors students 
are recommended to elect Engl 319 (Modern Criticism) and Engl 394 
(Senior Seminar). Credits for Engl 393 may not be applied to the 
36 hour English major. 3(0-6) each semester. Offered by individual 
arrangement. 

The implementation of departmental honors is in keeping with. 
our sense of the ability of the current student ~ody and_an lncre~sed 
desire on the part of many of our majors to contlnue thelr educatlon 
at the graduate level. 

E. 
Because the Honors Thesis is an independent study contract between 
the student and the professor, there is no "rei?resentative bi~liography." 
Students writing theses of literary analysis Wlll compose the~r 
own bibliographies and will follow the NLA Ha~dbodc for q~est~on~ . 
of style and documentation. W~iters of c~eatl~e theses Wl~l lndlvldually 
structure their poetry or fictlon collectlons ln consultatlon 
withe the Creative Writing faculty. 
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FORM 0 
ACTION ON A PROPC?SAL FOR A CURRICULAR CHANGE 

To: Undergraduate Curriculum Committee and/or ·· 
Graduate Academic Affairs Committee 
(20 copies for UCC consideration- 100 -> 399 courses; 
10 copies for GAAC consideration- 400 -> 999 courses) 

From : . Susan Shonk 
(Name) 

Date: September 21. 1994 

NaAJre of Proposal (Please indicate): 
(6ffered one time as 
experimental course, 
Fall 1994). 

Developmental Psychopathology 
(Program Name/Course Title) 

Psychology 
(Department or Division) . 

(:x:) New 
( ) Revised 
( ) Delete 

( ) Course 
( ) Program 

psyc 366 

(Subject Preftx and Course Number) 

D:lle of Department Acceptance : September 21, 1994 

Number of Voting Members in Department 16 

Number of Voting Mc.nlb¢rs Present for this vote 16 

Department Vote: Pro __ Con. __ Absuin_ Unanimous X 

Department Chairperson: Approved 
Disapproved ~x~~#r 

••••••••• • 

!"VO COPIES OF THIS PROPOSAL SHOULD BE fORWARDED TO 
. THE OFFICE OF TIIE DEAN OF TIIE ClJLLEGE 

••••••••• 
ACTIONS 

APPR. APPR./ NOT 
REV.~ ·. APPR. Signature Date 

FOR UCC ( ) ( ) ( ) 

fOR GAAC '( ) ( ) ( ) 

FOR SENATE ( ) ( ) ( ) 

PRESIDENT ( ) ( ) ( ) 

• St!e attachment for approved revisions . .. 109 Rev. 12/92 



I. PSYC 366 

FORMQ 

PROPOSAL FOR A NEW COURSE 
OR 

MAJOR REVISION IN AN EXISTING COURSE 

(Suggested Catalog Number) 
Developmental Psychopathology 

(Course Title) 

II. Prerequisites, if any (e.g. academic course, pre-<:ollege experience, demonstrated 
competencies. permission of instructor. etc.): 

PSYC 215 or 216: PSYC 360 

IIL Credit Hours: ----=3__ (Sem. Hrs.) 
3 Lecture Hrs... 

Act.. Lab. Srudio Hrs . 0 
. : ... · ~·- · . . _ :;~ , .. .. ... ! . . .. .' .•. : • • :...'-:;! ':. . . :· · . . : :.' .. ... 

IV- Course Duration: 
· · (Semest6/Half Sem/Mini/IntersesSion/Etc.) 

. . .. . .· .. · 

V. Course Rotation: Once per year 

VL 

-~- -···· __ -:- -·- ... :..- .. .. _. ___ , ... ............ .. - ~------ .··- .... ·· :,: __ '- ···· .. . · . ...:::.:...:.-· :· :. ·- -. ~..:-~: · ..... ·.: . : . - . . . 

VII. Staffing.Requirements: 
A. Names of staff members adequately prepared tO teach this course: 

Susan Shonk, Ganie DeHa·r "t.> o"arii~i Repiriski, ·.::..Joan ., Ballard 

B. Arc new faculty or adjuncts required? Yes No X 
:· . . : . ' . :-: .· ' ' ": . . . ::.:r.-:: 

C. Name<s) of staff memb<:r(s)vmo -Will initially teach this course: 
• • • • 0 

... -- .... , 
Susan- Shonk 

: . ' :· .. : : ... -: : ' . tt' · ·:: ~ - - • . . .. ' . :· :.: · : · ~·_; :·._:!;~:-: !~ . : 

D. Has the department considered scheduling problems that offe:ting this cowse might 
involve? · 

Explain. 
• • • • • , l • ,;. ~ . ....... • - . !: ..:, · .. .' 

E. \Vill this proposal have ;m impact on staffing of other departments? 

Yes No X 

If so. h.a\·e the affected departments been consulted concerning this proposal? Do they 
support the proposed ch31lge? E~plain. (Attach additional pages as needed) 
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v HI. Jusnhca.Iion: (Explain the specific need(s) for this course and the ways this offering wh 
strengthen the undergraduate curriculum of the college. Attach additional 
pages as needed.) 

Please see attached pages. 

j 

IX. A. What special facilities. that are currently available. will be utilized? 

Developmental Labor a to:ry:;: 'i~fake 

B. What special facilities, not currently available, will be required? 

None · : ·.:..·· .. ... -~ . .· . 

C. What special arr.!.,ge~nts will be required of snidents? (e.g. extended field nips, 
. ~scheduling. required~··~)-- · · .:::.:::::. · . .: ··. ·. · _, · · · 

. ' ... .... . . . .... , . - .. ~ .. , .. . -.. . .. · . --

X. Are the. present library holdings adequate to suppon this .course? . __ · Y~e::::.;s::!.------
,, 

.. :.,· .. : .. ... 

XI. Is this co~ proposed for core credit? . No 
. :.J. - ... . ·... . ; . . · . -.... ·. ': . 

If yes. in which area? 
... ... -- · ···· ·- -·--· ·-······ ...... . ···-·-- · . . - ·----- . .. . 

Please !\'ote: Courses that are proposed for core credit must also be reviewed by the Core 
":-::'?Curriculum Committee. · . . . ·· .... .. . : · i ~ . ·.::. -·.·:::·. "·:!:-!' .: . . :~: . .. · 

. .. . . . ··-· . - .. 
XII. Anach the followimr documents to this form: 

A. Course descripnon as it will appear in the College Bulletin 
B. Purpose and obj~ve.s 
C. Detailed content outline . .. 
D. Evaluation proceeures 
E. A representative t-ibliography, including the likely initial textbook (if applic:1bk), 10-20 

rruin sourres v..iL~ complete bibliographical data 
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FORM Q - Proposal for a New course 
COURSE: PSYC 366 Developmental Psychopathology 
INSTRUCTOR: Susan Shonk 

VII. Justification. 

1 

T~e current course offerings in psychology do not adequately 
cover ~ssues of psychopathology in childhood and adolescence. For 
example, PSYC360 Abnormal Psychology is focused upon theoretical 
and clinical issues of adult psychopathology. Furthermore, child 
and adolescent disorders are not best understood simply by 
extrapolating concepts from the study of adult disorders - as 
downward extensions or "miniature versions" of adult maladaptation. 
Many of our majors, as well as many of the students in Education 
and Sociology who take psychology courses, are pursuing careers 
which require an understanding of both normal and abnormal 
development in childhood and adolescence. Recent empirical 
advances reported in the developmental, clinical, biomedical and 
psychiatric literatures have led to an increased acknowledgment of 
the need to integrate diverse theoretical perspectives and to 
conduct multidisciplinary research in order to understand both 
normal and abnormal development across the lifespan. Therefore, 
the addition of a course specifically focused upon the origins, 
developmental course, symptom expression and treatment of 
psychopathology in these age periods is seen as a necessary and 
critical addition to the current psychology curriculum. 

XI. A. course Description. 

PSYC366 - Developmental Psychopathology - An advanced course 
that provides an overview and critical analysis of the theories and 
research contributing to a developmental perspective on behavioral, 
psychological and emotional disorder in childhood and adolescence. 
Course content will chart the origins, developmental pathways and 
symptom expression of psychopathology in childhood and adolescence 
with special attention to the person-and environmentally-based 
factors that increase or buffer the risk for psychopathology. 
Implications of a developmental model for prevention, assessment 
and treatment of disorder are considered. course prerequisites: 
PSYC 215 or PSYC 216, and PSYC 360. 

XI.B. Purposes and Objectives. 

The central objective of the course is to train students to 
adopt a developmental perspective in viewing psychopathology across 
the lifespan. Lectures and class discussions will focus upon the 
historical underpinnings and theoretical perspectives that provide 
the foundation and conceptual framework for developmental 
psychopathology. The relevance of normal development to 
understanding disordered behavior will be explored with regard to 
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FORM Q - Proposal for a New course 
COURSE: PSYC 366 Developmental Psychopathology 
INSTRUCTOR: Susan Shonk 

a range of childhood and adolescent disorders. The integration of 
diverse theories of normal and abnormal development and the . 
concepts central to developmental psychopathology will ~e used to 
evaluate both classic and contemporary research on the etlology and 
course of childhood and adolescent disorders. The implications of 
a developmental model of psychopathology for assessment, 
prevention, and therapeutic intervention will be explored and 
evaluated. In addition, students will examine issues such as 
deviant parenting, cultural diversity and the impact of poverty on 
the quality of adaptation from a developmental psychopathology 
perspective. 

students will be given opportunities to further develop and 
refine skills in critical reasoning, analysis and synthesis of 
contemporary theory and research from a developmental perspective, 
in both written and oral presentations. Class sessions will be 
designed to facilitate clarification and elaboration of assigned 
readings with regard to theory, research, assessment and treatment 
of developmental psychopathology. 

XI.c. Detaile~ content outline. 

A sample course outline: 

I. The Domain of Developmental Psychopathology 

II. The Nature of Development 

A. The negotiation of stage-salient developmental tasks 

1. Lessons from normal development: attachment, 
initiative, self-control, conscience, cognition, anxiety, social 
relations, school achievement and motivation 

B. The nature and significance of competence 

C. The nature of psychopathology 

III. A Developmental Perspective on Psychopathology 

A. Patterns of adaptation: Continuity and discontinuity 

B. The relevance of traditional models of psychopathology 

C. Applications of attachment theory to psychopathology 

D. Psychopathology and relationship disturbances 
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' FORM Q - Proposal for a New Course 

COURSE: PSYC 366 Developmental Psychopathology 
INSTRUCTOR: Susan Shonk 

IV. Risk and Vulnerability 

A. Person-based risk and vulnerability factors 

B. Environmentally-based ri$k and vulnerability factors 

c. Relationship-based risk and vulnerability factors 

v. Protective Factors and Resilience in the Context of Risk 

A. Person-based protective factors 
,, 

B. Environmentally-based protective factors 

C. Relationship-based protective factors 

VI. The Classification of Childhood and Adolescent 
Psychopathologies 

A. The traditional approach: DSM III-R and DSM IV 

B. Multivariate 
Checklist 

statistical 

c. Longitudinal studies 

approach: Child Behavior 

VII. Psychological Assessment of Developmental Psychopathology 

A. Assessment process 

B. Developmental dimension 

c. Sources of data 

D. Use of psychological tests 

E. Behavioral assessment 

F. Clinical assessment: Art and science 

VIII. Specific Childhood and Adolescent Disorders Viewed from 
a Developmental Perspective 

(e.g., anxieties, conduct disorders, depression, mental 
r~tardation, Down syndrome, autism, pervasive developmental 
dlsorder, schizophrenia) 
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FORK Q - Proposal for a New course 
COURSE: PSYC 366 Developmental Psychopathology 
INSTRUCTOR: susan Shonk 

A. Mental retardation 
1. changing definitions 

a. intellectual deficit 
b. adaptive behavior 

2. etiology 
3 . Down Syndrome 
4. developmental models 
5. remedial and preventive programs 

B. Autism: A severe deviation in infancy 
1. characteristics and epidemiology 
2. developmental model of pathway to deviance 
3. research 

a. interpersonal hypotheses ..... ·-
b. organic hypotheses 

4. treatment 

c. Deviations in initiative and early socialization 

D. Early deviations in curiosity, attention and task 
orientation 
1. Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder 
2. Learning disabilities 

E. Depression, suicide, and the consequences of loss 
1. parental loss 
2. loss of self-worth or self-esteem 
3. children of depressed mothers 
4. depression in middle childhood 
5 . treatment 
6. depression in adolescence: Adolescent suicide 

F. Anxiety disorders and excessive self-control 
1. diagnostic controversy 
2. organic, family and social influences 
2. anxiety disorders 
3. fears and phobias 

a. school phobias 
4. separation anxiety disorder 
5. obsessive-compulsive disorder 

G. Conduct disorders and inadequate self-control 
1. development of normal versus inadequate self-control 
2. types of conduct disorders: under soc i a 1 i zed, 

aggressive conduct disorder 
3. developmental transformations 
4 . organic, family and social influences: an 

integrative model 
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FORM Q - Proposal for a New course 
COURSE: PSYC 366 Developmental Psychopathology 
INSTRUCTOR: Susan Shonk 

5 

H. Schizophrenia: A severe deviation of middle childhood 
and adolescence 
1. childhood schizophrenia 
2. adolescent schizophrenia 

I. Psychopathologies and risks of the adolescent transition 
1. anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa 

a. comparison of eating disorders 
b. social and family influences 
c. treatment 

2. substance abuse 
3. alternative sexual orientations 

IX. Risks for Disorder in the Interpersonal Context: Child 
Maltreatment and Divorce 

A. Privation 

B. Physical abuse and neglect 

c. Emotional maltreatment 

D. Sexual-abuse 

E. Risk associated with parental divorce 

X. Developmental Risk of Ethnic Minority Children 

A. Definitions of adaptation and competence in the context 
of cultural diversity 

B. Contemporary issues and controversies 

C. Identity in black adolescents 

D. CUltural diversity and the Japanese child 

E. Mexican-American families and children 

XI. Future Directions: Theory, research, treatment and prevention 

XI. D. Evaluation Procedures. 

Each student will participate in the design and presentation 
of a group project focused upon a specific childhood disorder. 
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COURSE: PSYC 366 Developmental Psychopathology 
INSTRUCTOR: Susan Shonk 

6 

Each presentation will employ the integrative framework of 
developmental psychopathology to explain the disorder, to review 
current empirical literature relevant to the disorder, andjor to 
describe the design and utility of an early intervention or 
treatment suggested by a developmental psychopathology perspective. 

There will be three .. ~n-class, short answer and essay 
examinations to evaluate the student's ability to understand 1 

integrate and employ the theories and research relevant to 
developmental psychopathology in relation to specific childhood and 
adolescent psychopathologies and their prevention and treatment. 

A term paper will be assigned based on outside reading in a 
selected area of the student's interest and related to the course 
material. A central component of evaluation will center upon the 
student's ability to apply the developmental concepts taught in the 
course in order to understand a specific area of dysfunction, and 
to evaluate the extant research with regard to this disorder from 
a developmental psychopathology perspective. A final section of the 
papers will address future directions for research and intervention 
in this area as suggested by a developmental model of 
psychopathology. 

XI. E. Representative Bibliography. (* indicate current library 
holdings) . 
Required text: Wenar, Charles. ( 1994) . Developmental 

psychopathology: From infancy through adolescence (Third 
Edition). New York: McGraw-Hill. 

Readings and lectures will be drawn from among the foliowing: 

*Achenbach, T.M., & Edelbrock, c.s. (1981). Behavior problems 
and competencies reported by parents of normal and disturbed 
children aged four through sixteen. Monographs of the Society 
for Research in Child Development, 46, (1, Serial No. 188). 

*Anthony, E.J. and Koupernik, C. (Eds.). (1974). The Child in His 
Family. New York: Wiley. 

* T. (Eds.). (1988). Belsky, J. , and Nezworski 1 

Implications of Attachment. 
Erlbaum Associates. 

Hillsdale, New Jersey: 
Clinical 
Lawrence 

* Bowlby, J. (1969, 1982). Attachment and loss: Vol.1. 
Attachment. New York: Basic Books. 

*Bowlby, J. (1973). Attachment and loss: Vol.2. Separation. 
New York: Basic Books. 
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*Bowlby, J. (1980). 
and depression. 

Attachment and loss: Vol.3. 
New York: Basic Books. 

7 

Loss, sadness, 

* Bretherton, I., and Waters, E. (Eds.). (1985). Growinq Points 
of Attachment Theory and Research. Monographs of the Society 
for Research in Child Development, 50,(1-2 Serial No. 209). 

* Cicchetti, D., & carlson~ 
maltreatment: Theory and 
consequences of child abuse 
Cambridge University Press. 

V. (Eds.). ( 1989). Child 
research on the causes and 
and neglect. Cambridge, Mass.: 

* Cicchetti, D., and Schneider-Rosen, K. (1984). Toward a 
developmental model of depressive disorders. New Directions 
for Child Development, 26, 5-27. 

* Collins, W.A. 
Psychology 

(Ed.). (1981). The Minnesota Symposia on Child 
(Vol. 14): Aspects of the development of 

competence. Hill?dale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum. 

Costello, C. G. (Ed.). (1993). Basic issues in psychopathology. 
New York: The Guilford Press. 

*Dodge, K., Pettit, G., McClaskey, C., and Brown, M. (1986). 
Social competence in children. Monoqraohs of the Society for 
research in child development, 51 (2, Serial No. 213). 

*Funder, D. c., Parke, R.D., Tomlinson-Keasey, c. A., andWidaman, 
K. (1993). studying lives through time: Personality and 
development. American Psychological Association. ; 

* Greenberg, M. T. , Cicchetti, D. , 
(1990). Attachment in the 
University of Chicago Press. 

and CUmmings, E. M. 
preschool years. 

(Eds.) 
Chicago: 

Keating, D., and Rosen, H. (Eds.). (1993). 
perspectives on atypical development and 
~sychopathology. Hillsdale NJ: Erlbaum. 

Constructivist 
developmental 

Kent, M. W. , and Rolf, J. E. (Eds.) . ( 1979) . Primarv prevention of 
psychopathology. Volume III: Social competence in children. 
Hanover, New Hampshire: University Press of New England. 

Lahey, B. B., and Kazdin, A.E. (Eds.) (1988). .Advances in Clinical 
Child Psychiatry. Volume 11 New York: Plenum Press. 

* Lewis, Michael, and Miller, Suzanne, M. (1990). Handbook of 
developmental psychopathology. New York: Plenum Press. 
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Mash, Eric, J., and Barkley, Russell, A. (Eds.). (1989). 
Treatment of childhood disorders. New York: Guilford Press. 

Millon, Theodore, and Klerman Gerald, L. (1986). Contemporary 
directions in psychopathology: Toward the DSM-IV. New York: 
The Guilford Press. 

* Morrison, F .J., Lord, C. and Keating, D.P. (Eds.) . (1984) · 
nA~p~p~l~i~e~d~~D~e~v~e~l~o~p~m~e~n~t~a~l~_P££s~y~c~h~o~l~o~gy~~=----V~o~l~u~m~e~-=l· New York: 
Academic Press, Inc. 

* Mussen, P.H. (Ed.), and Hetherington, M.E. (Vol. Ed.). (1983). 
Handbook of Child Psychology (4th ed.), Vol.4: Socialization, 
Personality and Social Development~ New York: Wiley. 

* Osofsky, J. (Ed.). 
(Second edition). 

(1987). Handbook of infant development 
New York: Wiley. 

Plomin, R., and McClearn, G. E. (1993). Nature, nurture and 
psychology. American Psychological Association. 

*Quay, E. , and Werry, J. 
disorders of childhood. 

(Eds.). (1986). 
(Third Edition). 

Psychopathological 
New York: Wiley. 

*Ricks, D.F., Thomas, A., and Rolff, M. (Eds.). 
history research in psychopathology 
University of Minnesota Press. 
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